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Problem Description
Mobility over country borders is increasing. People on the move have various mother tongues, but
all have the same need for quickly learning the new native language to be able to participate in the
society both socially and professionally. Computer assisted language learning can help people to
achieve these skills. Computer assisted pronunciation training (CAPT) has been shown to be
effective for non-natives to learn and evaluate pronunciation details of a new language. However,
no automatic pronunciation evaluation system exists for non-native Norwegian presently.
When designing a CAPT system it is important to select pronunciation exercises that are beneficial
for the users. Many pronunciation properties that are crucial in Norwegian may not be important
in the user's mother tongue. One such property is the contrast between long and short vowels.
This contrast is phonemic in Norwegian, but not important in many other languages.
This master assignment consists of the following tasks:
• Record a small database of both native and non-native speakers pronouncing Norwegian words
of minimal pairs with respect to vowel length.
• Design a classifier to detect whether the user (both native and non-native) pronounces a long or
a short vowel.
• Derive suitable acoustic-phonetic features for the classifier. A feature set previously derived by
Dynamic Time Warping should be expanded and improved. A similar feature set should be
generated using Hidden Markov Models and the two sets should be compared.
• Run experiments to compare and evaluate the different classifier set-ups. Compare the results
for native and non-native speakers.
• Implement a chosen set-up in an existing Java-based CAPT-demo.
Assignment given: 15. January 2009
Supervisor: Magne Hallstein Johnsen, IET

Abstract
Computer Assisted Pronunciation Training systems have become popular
tools to train on second languages. Many second language learners prefer to
train on pronunciation in a stress free environment with no other listeners.
There exists no such tool for training on pronunciation of the Norwegian
language.
Pronunciation exercises in training systems should be directed at
important properties in the language which the second language learners
are not familiar with. In Norwegian two acoustically similar words can
be contrasted by the vowel length, these words are called vowel length
words. The vowel length is not important in many other languages. This
master thesis has examined how to make the part of a Computer Assisted
Pronunciation Training system which can evaluate non-native vowel length
pronunciations.
To evaluate vowel length pronunciations a vowel length classifier was
developed. The approach was to segment utterances using automatic
methods (Dynamic Time Warping and Hidden Markov Models). The
segmented utterances were used to extract several classification features. A
linear classifier was used to discriminate between short and long vowel length
pronunciations. The classifier was trained by the Fisher Linear Discriminant
principle.
A database of Norwegian words of minimal pairs with respect to vowel
length was recorded. Recordings from native Norwegians were used for
training the classifier. Recordings from non-natives (Chinese and Iranians)
were used for testing, resulting in an error rate of 6.7%. Further, confidence
measures were used to improve the error rate to 3.4% by discarding 8.3%
of the utterances. It could be argued that more than half of the discarded
utterances were correctly discarded because of errors in the pronunciation.
A CAPT demo, which was developed in an former assignment, was improved
to use classifiers trained with the described approach.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter is the introduction to the report. Section 1.1 presents the
motivation and background for the master thesis. Section 1.2 explains the
chosen approach in the thesis and section 1.3 presents what was done with a
CAPT-demo. At last section 1.4 shows the structure of this report.
1.1 Motivation and background
Computer Assisted Language Learning (CALL) systems have become
popular tools to train pronunciation in the second language (L2) because they
offer extra learning time and material as well as the possibility to practice
in a stress-free environment [12]. Pronunciation training is an important
aspect of learning a new language. Wrong pronunciation can be confusing
and lead to difficulties when communicating. Thus a CALL system should
include pronunciation training. This section describes the motivation and
background for including a pronunciation training system in CALL systems.
By integrating Computer Assisted Pronunciation Training (CAPT) into
CALL systems, the computer can evaluate the student’s speech and react
with appropriate feedback on the pronunciation. With feedback the learning
process will be more realistic and engaging, and errors in the student’s
pronunciation that are not noticeable for the student through playback can be
corrected. A group of people who were trying to improve their pronunciation
using a CALL system with or without CAPT was studied in [11]. The study
claims that the CAPT system was effective in correcting the errors addressed
in the training, which indicates that a CAPT system is useful in a CALL
system.
There are several CALL systems for foreigners trying to learn Norwegian,
some of which can be found in [8]. These CALL systems make L2 learners
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learn through interaction, playing games and listening to a native speaker.
However none of these systems include a CAPT system, which limits their
ability to learn the student correct pronunciation. No CAPT system exists
for Norwegian; however there are several systems for languages like French,
Spanish and English. An example of a program that includes pronunciation
training is ’Tell Me More’ [9]. ’Tell Me More’ tells the user what words are
badly pronounced and scores the pronunciation, see figure 1.1. By giving
feedback with score the user will get an idea how good the pronunciation is
and be able to correct it by repeating the exercise.
Figure 1.1: Example of visual feedback on the pronunciation including score
(from Tell Me More). The word ’servirle’ is outlined in red because it has
been pronounced wrong and the low score indicates that the pronunciation
is not good.
There are large pronunciation variations between different languages;
therefore each language needs its own specialized CAPT system. A system
designed for English will not work for Norwegian, because the languages have
different properties in the pronunciation which are important. Properties in
a language which L2 learners are not familiar with can be difficult to learn
without training and feedback. Thus it is important to include systems which
can train L2 learners on these properties.
One such property in Norwegian is the vowel length. Two acoustically
similar words can be contrasted by the vowel length in the stressed syllable.
Two such words are ’Hanne’ (girl’s name) and ’hane’ (rooster) where ’Hanne’
is a short vowel length word and ’hane’ is a long vowel length word.
Two words, which are only contrasted by the vowel length, are defined as
minimal pairs with respect to vowel length. The vowel length is defined as
the perceived opinion by a human about the pronounced vowel length while
the vowel duration is how long the vowel lasts in terms of seconds. In this
thesis it is often referred to the vowel and consonant with uppercase letter:
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the Vowel is defined as the vowel in the stressed syllable of the word, while
the Consonant is the consonant following the Vowel. It is the Vowel which
contrasts between two minimal pairs with respect to vowel length.
1.2 Approach
This report focuses on how to automatically evaluate non-native vowel
length pronunciations. To evaluate non-native vowel length pronunciations
a classifier has to detect whether the pronunciations are long or short vowel
length. All of the steps included to classify vowel length pronunciations are
shown in figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2: The 4 steps done to classify vowel length pronunciations
The vowel length pronunciations are first preprocessed to produce
acoustical features. Following the preprocessing step comes a segmentation
step which finds all of the phoneme1 boundaries2 in the word. Two
different methods are tested to do the segmentation: Mel-Frequency Cepstral
Coefficients and Hidden Markov Models.
Further, classification features are extracted from the segmented word.
A long vowel duration is not necessarily synonymous with a long vowel
length and it is difficult to automatically find the Vowel duration with a high
precision and reliability. Therefore it was assumed that the Vowel duration is
not the only discriminative factor in vowel length pronunciations. [16] argues
that the duration of the consonant following the Vowel is an important factor.
It is also assumed that a short and long vowel can contain some acoustical
differences.
Several classification features are extracted to find out which features
are important for the vowel length. All of the features are combined
1The smallest phonetic unit in a language that is capable of conveying a distinction in
meaning [2].
2A phoneme boundary is the place where one phoneme ends and another one begins.
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to a classification feature vector and used to classify the vowel length
pronunciations. A classifier needs to find out how much each of the
classification features should affect the classifications. How much a
classification feature affects a classification is called the weight of the feature.
The problem of finding the best weighing of the classification features is too
difficult for a human when the number of classification features is high. For
that reason the classifier is trained using an automatic method called Fisher
Linear Discriminant.
To test the proposed classification method a database was recorded
of both native and non-native speakers pronouncing Norwegian words of
minimal pairs with respect to vowel length. In a realistic situation the L2
learner is a non-native trying to learn Norwegian. Thus to test how good the
classifier performs in a realistic situation, non-natives with little Norwegian
background are used. The native speakers are used to train the classifier and
to check that the classification method is reliable on natives.
The proposed classification method can not be expected to be error free.
Therefore confidence measures are used to prune out utterances3 with high
potential of resulting in a classification error. A classification error happens
when the classifier decides a vowel length pronunciation is short vowel length
while a human judge perceive the pronunciation as long vowel length, and
vice versa.
1.3 CAPT-demo
A CAPT demo was implemented in a former assignment which is described
in [15]. As a part of this work the demo was improved and updated with
some of the methods used in this thesis. The improved demo is described in
appendix D and will not be discussed or evaluated in the rest of the report.
1.4 Report structure
The report is structured as follows:
• Chapter 2: Theory
This chapter explains the theory behind preprocessing, Hidden
Markov Models, Dynamic Time Warping, the classification
features, Fisher Linear Discriminant and the confidence measures.
3An utterance is a complete unit of speech in spoken language. It is generally but not
always bounded by silence. [3]
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• Chapter 3: Recording and preparing databases
This chapter presents how the recording and preparing of the native
and non-native databases was done. It also presents the labeling
of the non-native database.
• Chapter 4: Method
This chapter presents the specific choices in the classification method
and confidence measures. It also presents how the classification
method and confidence measures were evaluated.
• Chapter 5: Results and discussion
This chapter presents the results and discusses them.
• Chapter 6: Conclusion
This chapter presents a conclusion.
5
Chapter 2
Theory
The main purpose of this thesis is to automatically classify vowel length
pronunciations. This chapter will present the theory, while chapter 4 explains
how it is used.
The classification of a vowel length pronunciation can be split into the 4
steps shown in figure 1.2. The steps are explained below:
1) Acoustic features: Extract features from the sound signal which
contains all the essential information for the segmentation step. The
acoustic feature is explained in section 2.1.
2) Segmentation: The reason for doing segmentation/labeling is to
find information about the sound signal that can be used to make
classification features. Two different methods are used to segment the
sound signal. The first method is called Dynamic Time Warping and is
explained in section 2.2. The second method is called Hidden Markov
Models and is explained in section 2.3.
3) Classification features: Extract the features that are used to classify
the word. What kind of features are used is explained in section 2.4.
4) Classification: Use the classification features to classify words. The
theory behind automatic classification (with training data) and an
explanation on how automatic classification is used to classify vowel
length words is explained in section 2.5.
The classifier is bound to make some classification errors. If it is
possible to detect utterances with pronunciations that are likely to result
in classification errors the utterances could either be discarded or treated
specially. Section 2.6 presents some confidence measures which are used to
discard problematic utterances.
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2.1 Preprocessing - acoustic features
The sound wave is not used directly when recognizing or segmenting words,
but a feature containing the most important information is calculated and
used instead. This section will present the feature used for segmenting words.
The sound wave emitted when speaking can be captured by a microphone.
It is a complete description of a pronounced word and it is possible to
reproduce the word with a loudspeaker. However the sound wave contains
a lot of redundancy and it is difficult to detect phonemes or words in a
sound wave directly because of huge variations between different speakers.
The ideal feature should be an exact representation of the wave form for the
duration it covers. If the feature is going to be used for detecting specific
events, the feature should have small variations for same kind of events and
vice versa.
Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) is the acoustic feature used
in this thesis. The representation is going to be used in both Hidden Markov
Models and Dynamic Time Warping. MFCCs are based on the source-filter
model. The source is assumed to be the vocal chord that excites either
pulses or white noise, while the filter model is the vocal tract which modifies
the excitations into phonemes. Figure 2.1 illustrates the source-filter model.
The filter changes over time to make different sounds. By assuming that the
sound signal is stationary over short time periods (around 5-10 ms) the filter
coefficients can be calculated. The filter coefficients are used to find MFCCs.
Figure 2.1: Illustration of the source-filter model [21].
The MFCCs are compact features and the coefficients are a good
representation for phonemes, because MFCCs for a specific phoneme are
in general distinct from other phonemes. It is not an exact representation of
the speech, because the sound wave is not stationary, which is assumed when
calculating the feature. The value of a MFCC represents the magnitude of
energy over a frequency and time range. The time range is often referred to
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as the window size. A common choice is to calculate around 12 coefficients
that represent different frequencies for each window. The window size used
to calculate a MFCC is usually around 15-20 ms, with a step size of 5-10 ms
for each new MFCC calculation.
The step size is important because it decides the segmentation resolution
of speech. Smaller step size leads to better theoretical resolution, but at
some point the resolution will saturate due to unclear boundaries between
different phonemes. The window size is a choice between time and frequency
resolution. A longer window size leads to better estimate of the frequency in
the speech, thus giving a better representation of the phonemes. However too
long windows will make the assumption that speech is stationary false. The
window size also influences the resolution, because the boundaries between
phonemes will become diffuse as the window size increases.
The coefficients can be derived as shown in figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Steps for calculating MFCCs
The boxes are explained below. Information acquired from [18].
1) Take the Fourier transform of (a windowed excerpt of) a signal.
2) Map the powers of the spectrum obtained above onto the Mel scale, using
triangular overlapping windows.
3) Take the logs of the powers at each of the Mel frequencies.
4) Take the discrete cosine transform of the list of Mel log powers, as if it
were a signal.
5) The MFCCs are the amplitudes of the resulting spectrum.
Temporal changes in the spectra play an important role in human
perception [21]. Hidden Markov Models assume that a feature vector
calculated at a time is independent of the past (see section 2.3). This
assumption neglects a lot of information, but some of it can be included
through dynamic features. Delta coefficients measure the change in
coefficients over time. The 1st-order and 2nd-order delta MFCC can be
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computed by respectively (2.1) and (2.2).
∆ck = ck+2 − ck−2 (2.1)
∆∆ck = ∆ck+1 −∆ck−1 (2.2)
where ck is a MFCC
Delta and delta delta coefficients are often added to the MFCC feature vector.
Another common choice is to add the log energy of the sound signal as one
more MFCC coefficient. Further details about MFCCs are found in [21].
The result after preprocessing a sound file is a acoustic feature vector with
MFCCs which contain all the information from the sound signal that is used
for segmentation by Hidden Markov Models and Dynamic Time Warping.
2.2 Segmentation: Dynamic Time Warping
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) is an algorithm for measuring the similarity
between two patterns. The algorithm is used to segment words. DTW
was chosen because the algorithm is easy to implement and can be solved
computationally quickly. For more details about DTW see [17]. The next
paragraphs will explain the basic principle about DTW and show how it is
used for segmentation.
The DTW algorithm calculates the minimum overall distortion D(n,m)
between two feature vectors, (x1, x2..xn) and (y1, y2..ym), which may vary in
length. The distortion between the two feature vectors at a point (i, j) can be
calculated using a distortion measure d(xi, yj). The accumulated distortion
from point (1, 1) to a point (i, j) is defined as D(i, j).
DTW exploits the fact that the accumulated distortion to point (i, j) can
be calculated from previously calculated accumulated distortions. How the
accumulated distortion to point (i, j) is calculated is illustrated in figure 2.3
and shown in the following equation:
D(i, j) = min[D(i− 1, j), D(i− 1, j − 1), D(i, j − 1)] + d(xi, yj) (2.3)
By initializing the accumulated distortion at D(1, 1) to be d(1, 1) and
defining D(z, w) where z, w < 1 to be infinite, the overall distortion D(n,m)
can be calculated as shown in the pseudocode in figure 2.4. The distortion
measure d(xi, yj) was chosen as the Euclidian distance squared.
When calculating accumulated distortion a choice is made whether to do
a match, insertion or deletion, see figure 2.3 for term explanations. If the
choices are stored, the path with least distortion, called ’best path’, can be
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Figure 2.3: A figure showing how calculation of accumulated distortion
D(i, j) is performed in Dynamic Time Warping. The algorithm uses
previously calculated scores to find the optimal score to each point (i, j).
Figure 2.4: How DTW calculates the minimum overall distortion
found. The path is found by starting at point (n,m) and going back to
point (i, j) by checking the choice made at each point; this method is called
’backtracking’. An example of how the best path can look is illustrated in
figure 2.5.
The DTW algorithm can be used to segment phonemes in a pronunciation
if the phonemes in the word are known. To segment a word with unknown
phoneme boundaries a reference pronunciation of the same word is also
needed. The unsegmented response is in the next paragraphs referred to
as the user response.
DTW can be used to segment words because comparison of feature vector
sections with equal phonemes should result in low distortion, while sections of
the feature vector with different phonemes should result in high distortion.
DTW finds the path with lowest distortion, therefore the best path will
contain similar phonemes compared with each other. If it is known which
section of the reference feature vector belongs to a phoneme, it is possible to
find out which section of the user feature vector belongs to the phoneme. The
time of the feature vector calculation is known, thus the phoneme boundaries
are given.
How to perform the segmentation is explained below in 6 steps and
10
Figure 2.5: Illustration of the best path through two feature vectors
(x1, x2..xn) and (y1, y2..ym).
illustrated in figure 2.6.
a) Find out when reference phoneme number i ends.
b) Find the reference feature vector calculated at that time.
c) Find out where the reference feature vector was used in the best path
gotten from DTW.
d) Find out what user feature vector was compared with the reference
feature vector.
e) Find out at what time the user feature vector was calculated.
f) Assign phoneme number i as being after phoneme number i-1 and ending
at the found time, then start from a) with phoneme number i+1.
Modified DTW was introduced to get a restriction in the number of
insertions and deletions. The reason for implementing restriction in the
algorithm is that the unmodified DTW can compare a small section of the
reference word with a large section of user word. This can be fixed by
restricting how many insertions and deletions the algorithm can do at a
time.
One way of restricting insertions and deletions is to force a match before
any insertions and deletions can be performed, as shown in figure 2.7.
Experience from earlier work showed that 2-1 DTW was too restrictive[15].
The 3-1 DTW had another problem where the best path did not originate
from the start (0, 0). Therefore a combination was used called ’Restricted
DTW’, which opens up reasonable path options from 2-1 and 3-1 DTW.
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Figure 2.6: Illustrative example of the 6 steps done to segment the users
response
Figure 2.7: Different ways of restricting the number of insertions and
deletions in DTW.
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2.3 Segmentation: Hidden Markov Models
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are used in temporal pattern recognition
within speech. HMMs is used to do segmentation of speech. Relevant theory
of HMMs will be presented in this section. For further details about HMMs
see [21], [6] and [17].
A Markov chain models a class of random processes that incorporates
a minimum amount of memory without being completely memoryless [21].
A Markov chain can be described by a finite state process with transition
between states specified by a probability function. In HMMs it is assumed
that the process is a first-order Markov chain, which implies that the
probability of being in a state s at time t is only dependent on the preceding
state:
P (st|st−1, st−2...s1) = P (st|st−1) (2.4)
A second assumption is that the probability of an output ot at a state st
is only dependent on the current state:
P (ot|ot−1, ot−2...o1, st, st−1...s1) = P (ot|st) (2.5)
An example of a small Markov chain is shown in figure 2.8. Each state has
a set of transition probabilities which specifies the probability of entering a
state given the current state. In speech each state is usually associated with
events that are to be detected, which in this case are phonemes. If a state
is associated with a phoneme it is common to include (at least) one state
for every phoneme in a language. It is also important to include states for
silence and noise; otherwise it can be confused with phonemes. The transition
probability from a state to the same state models the time spent at the
phoneme or noise. The transition probability from a state to other states
models the probability of going from one phoneme to another phoneme. The
matrix which describes all transition probabilities will be referred to as the
transition matrix.
The output at a state is the mapping from states (or phonemes) to feature
vectors or given the feature vectors it can be a mapping from feature vectors
to phonemes. In HMMs it is assumed that the output in each state is
’hidden’, i.e. the output at a state can not be directly observed. The output
is stochastic according to some kind of probability density function (PDF).
Thus there exists no one to one mapping from state to output. Given an
output ot it is possible to calculate the probability that the output belong
to a state by finding the probability that the output belongs to the state’s
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Figure 2.8: Example of a Markov chain with 3 states giving an output oi.
The probability of entering a state, given the last state, is shown as a number
along the arrows.
PDF. It is assumed that the feature vectors will approximately be distributed
according to the Gaussian PDF. A Gaussian PDF is fully described by its
mean and variance. An example of the output at a state is shown in figure
2.9.
The feature vectors used in HMMs are often N-dimensional, which implies
that the Gaussian PDFs are multidimensional with N dimensions. For
example a MFCC vector with 1 MFCC calculated for each window is 1
dimensional, while a MFCC vector with N MFCCs calculated per window is
N dimensional. Thus for a N dimensional MFCC vector there will be a N
dimensional Gaussian PDF.
Feature vectors extracted from a phoneme will not fit perfectly to one
Gaussian PDF. The mismatch happens mostly because of large pronunciation
variations between speakers. To accommodate for variations more than one
PDF for each state can be included. The number of PDFs used per state
is usually referred to as the number of mixture components per state. An
example of a state with 2 dimensional PDFs and 5 mixture components is
shown in figure 2.9.
The spectral representations at different times in a phoneme pronuncia-
tion can be very dissimilar. The start, middle and end of a phoneme is for
example distinct. To better represent the phoneme at different times a 3
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Figure 2.9: To the left is an example of output x spread according to a
probability density function at a state. To the right is an example of a state
with many output points (x, y) spread according to 2 dimensional Gaussian
PDFs with several mixture components.
state model for each phoneme can be used. The start model can only tran-
sit to start or middle state, while middle state can transit to middle or end
state. The end state can transit to a new start model. The phoneme model
is illustrated in figure 2.10.
Figure 2.10: Example of a 3 state model for a phoneme. The model has
3 states following each other with transitions only allowed to next or same
state.
As presented earlier the states are assumed to give an output according
to a probability density function which is fully described by its variance and
mean. The variance, mean and transition matrix are then the properties
that fully describes a state. The values of these properties are not given
and it is impossible for a human to set them manually. Thus the properties
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need to be trained using an automatic method. The most common algorithm
for training HMMs is called the ’Baum-Welch’ algorithm. The algorithm is
complex and will not be described here, but it is explained in [21].
Training of HMMs requires a large database with speech to get good
estimates of the state models. The models are highly dependent on relevant
speech for the task and environment the HMMs are going to be used in for
a good performance. For example Swedish HMMs will not perform well on
Norwegian speech and vice versa. It should also be noted that it is a common
choice to include long and short HMMs which represent long and short vowel
length in Norwegian.
HMMs can be used to segment and label phonemes in an unknown word
given a Hidden Markov Model. This is called the ’decoding problem’: which
state sequence is the most probable given the feature vector o1, o2...oT . The
problem can be solved using the Viterbi algorithm. The Viterbi algorithm
finds the most likely state sequence to state number i at time t given the
output (feature vector) o1, o2...oT and a HMM model by using the following
formula:
P (sit|ot) = maxk
[
P (skt−1|ot−1) ∗ P (sit|skt−1)
]
∗ P (ot|sit) (2.6)
k = 1, 2...n where n = number of states
(2.7)
The formula basically means that the probability of being at state i at time
t can be found by finding the probabilities for being in the states at time
t-1 multiplied with the transition probability to state i. The most likely
probability is chosen and multiplied with the probability of being at state i
given the output ot. The formula is illustrated in figure 2.11.
Figure 2.11: The figure illustrates how the score at a given state can be
calculated by using previously calculated scores. Only 3 states are included
in the figure. There are no restrictions on the number of states in general.
By finding the state with highest probability at the end of the feature
vector, maxi[P (s
i
T |oT )], the most likely state sequence can easily be found
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using backtracking to find the best path. The backtracking can be done in
the same way as for DTW: by looking at the path which gave the highest
probability at the last state and going backwards from there. Given the
state sequence, the phoneme sequence is known. The Viterbi algorithm is
illustrated in figure 2.12.
Figure 2.12: Illustration of Viterbi [10]. The states are aligned from top and
down, while the given output (feature vector) is aligned from the left to the
right. The Viterbi algorithm finds the path with highest likelihood, which is
outlined in this figure.
If the phoneme sequence is known before decoding, forced alignment
can be performed. Forced alignment implies that the problem of labeling
and segmenting a sound file has been reduced to finding only the phoneme
boundaries. Finding the phoneme boundaries are done in basically the same
way as without forced alignment, but the Viterbi decoding is changed to only
use the states according to the phoneme sequence.
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One problem with calculating the likelihood with Viterbi in computers
is that the likelihood will decrease fast to a very small number. The small
number is a problem because a computer cannot represent the low number
which occurs after some calculations. A solution to this problem is to take the
logarithm (log) of the likelihood. The logarithm is an monotonic increasing
function and does not change the end result, but will make the likelihood
decrease slower. The logarithm of the likelihood is referred to as the log
likelihood (LL).
2.4 Classification features
To classify a vowel length pronunciation a set of features are needed that
gives the classifier information about which class the word belongs to. This
section will present the classification features and state the reason for why
they are included.
It is not known exactly how humans classify vowel length pronunciations
or which class of features that are useful with automatic methods. Several
features will be tested and it is up to the classifier to decide the weight in
classification each feature should have.
A list of all classification features is shown below. The list specifies if a
feature is calculated only with HMMs or DTW.
• Vowel and Consonant duration
• Normalized duration
• (HMM) Vowel, Consonant and Total Log Likelihood
• (HMM) Vowel, Consonant and Total Log Likelihood Ratio
• (DTW) Vowel, Consonant and Total Distortion
• Vowel and Consonant Uniform Energy
• (HMM) Vowel and Consonant State Energy
The Vowel duration and Consonant duration are found by using HMMs
or DTW to segment the vowel length pronunciation. The Vowel duration
is naturally assumed to be very important for classifying vowel length
pronunciations. In [16] it is argued that the consonant following a long vowel
is shorter, or at least not longer, than a consonant following a shorter vowel.
Thus the consonant can help to further contrast between a long and short
vowel pronunciation.
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The thought behind Normalized Duration is to normalize the Vowel
duration based on the speaking rate. Non-native speakers have a tendency
to speak at a slower rate than natives, thus normalization of the Vowel
duration could be important. The Consonant duration is also used because
the Consonant duration should be shorter after a long vowel. This implies
that the Normalized Duration can help further contrast between vowel length
pronunciations.
The Vowel and Consonant Log Likelihood are found by using HMMs to
segment the vowel length pronunciation, then using the Viterbi decoding to
find the LL for the Vowel and Consonant. The LL is then normalized based
on the Vowel and Consonant duration. The normalized LL for the Vowel and
Consonant is called Vowel and Consonant Log Likelihood.
The Total Log Likelihood is the LL for the whole vowel length
pronunciation, divided by the duration of the pronunciation. In general high
LL implies that the phoneme(s) is acoustically close to the HMM, while low
LL implies that the phonemes are not acoustically close.
Calculation of Vowel and Consonant Log Likelihood Ratio is explained
in section 2.6. The same idea as for LL holds for them just that they are
normalized based on other phonemes as well as the duration.
The Vowel and Consonant Distortion are found by using DTW to
segment the vowel length pronunciation, then the accumulated distortion
is calculated for the Vowel and Consonant. The accumulated distortion is
further normalized by the duration, which gives the Vowel and Consonant
Distortion.
The Total Distortion is the normalized accumulated distortion for the
whole vowel length pronunciation. In general low Distortion implies that
the phoneme(s) is acoustically close to the reference, while high Distortion
implies that it is a large difference.
[14] shows that people listening to vowel length pronunciations used,
among other things, spectral information to identify the vowel length.
Thus long vowels should be pronounced acoustically different from short
vowels. The Vowel LL is assumed useful for classification of vowel length
pronunciations because the LL for a long vowel should have a higher
likelihood with a long vowel HMM than with a short vowel HMM, and vice
versa for short vowel. Consonant LL is less likely to differentiate between long
and short vowel length, because the spectral information does not change as
much for different vowel length pronunciations. The same principle holds
for Distortion, just that the distortion should be lower for a long phoneme
compared with a long reference than with a short reference.
The Vowel Uniform Energy consist of 3 energy values. The energy values
are found by splitting the Vowel duration into 3 equally sized parts - start,
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middle and end - then calculate the energy for each of these parts. Another
way of splitting the energy is by using state information, which gives the
Vowel State Energy. It is assumed that the HMMs use 3 states per phoneme.
Thus the Vowel duration can be divided into 3 parts by using the time the
Viterbi decoding used the different states. For example start energy value
can be calculated based on the time the HMM went into the first state until
the time the HMM left the first state.
The formula for calculating a energy value is shown in equation 2.8 where
it is assumed that S contains the part of the sound signal which shall be
calculated. The Consonant Uniform Energy and Consonant State Energy
are calculated in the same way as for the Vowel.
EV =
1
T
T∑
i=1
(LEi) (2.8)
LEi = 10 ∗ log10(Ei)) (2.9)
Ei =
1
128
128+i∗32∑
k=1+i∗32
(S2k) (2.10)
LE = Log Energy, E = Energy, EV = Energy Value, S = Sound Signal. The
energy calculation is based on a 16 kHz sound signal, thus the window size
is 8 ms (128 samples) and the window step size is 2 ms (32 samples).
Vowel length pronunciations with short vowel length sound like they
contain more stress on the Consonant compared to a pronunciation with
long vowel length. The Vowel energy might also be what humans use to
differentiate between vowel length. Thus it also included as a classification
feature. The reason for calculating 3 energy values is to capture dynamics in
the energy.
2.5 Automatic classification: Fisher Linear
Discriminant
The purpose of a classifier is to decide if a given utterance with unknown
vowel length pronunciation should be classified as short or long vowel length
pronunciation. A classifier takes in classification features and calculates a
score. The score together with a threshold is used to classify a vowel length
pronunciation. This section describes how a classifier can be trained.
Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) or Fisher Linear Discriminant (FLD)
are automatic methods for training a classifier given some labeled training
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data. FLD and LDA find the linear combination of features which
best separate different classes. The terms LDA and FLD will be used
interchangeably. The theory behind FLD and how FLD is used for
classification will be presented in this section. A more detailed description
of FLD is found in [4] and [19].
The idea with FLD is to find projection to a line so that samples from
different classes are well separated. An example is shown in figure 2.13.
Finding a projection line can be done in different approaches, but a good
solution is to base it on the mean and (co)variance of the classes that should
be classified.
Figure 2.13: The idea is to find a projection to a line so that samples from
different classes are well separated. The figure shows an example of a good
and a bad line to project to. Figure taken from [4]
Assume that there are two classes with equal probability and that each
of the classes has D dimensional samples x1, x2, ..., xn. If v is a unit vector
in the D dimensional space, then yk = v
t ∗ xk is the distance from the origin.
Thus yk is a projection of the sample xk into a D-1 dimensional subspace.
The problem is to find the optimal line to project into. The optimal
line (unit vector) can be found by using optimizing criterions that depends
on the unit vector to maximize the separation after projection. Fisher
Linear Discrimination uses two criterions which will be presented in the next
paragraphs.
The higher difference in the means µi of the two classes the easier the
separation can be performed. Thus the projected means µˆi of the two classes
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should be a good criterion for separating two classes if the two projected
means are well separated. Therefore |µˆ1 − µˆ2| should be large. How µi and
µˆi can be calculated is shown in equation (2.11) and (2.12).
µi =
1
n
∗
n∑
xk∈Class i
xk (2.11)
µˆi =
1
n
∗
n∑
xk∈Class i
vt ∗ xk (2.12)
The variance of the two classes should preferably be small, because a small
variance implies that the samples are clustered around the mean. Thus after
projection the variance should be smaller. Instead of using the variance as
a criterion, the ’scatter’ is used. The scatter is basically the same as the
variance, just no downscaling by n-1. The scatter and projected scatter can
be calculated as shown in equation (2.13) and (2.14).
s2i =
n∑
xk∈Class i
(xk − µi)2 (2.13)
sˆ2i =
n∑
yk∈Class i
(yk − µˆi)2 (2.14)
The Fisher Linear Discriminant chooses the line which maximizes the mean
and minimizes the scatter by maximizing equation (2.15).
J(v) =
(µˆ1 − µˆ2)2
sˆ21 + sˆ
2
2
(2.15)
The maximization is done by derivation of equation (2.15) with regards to
the unit vector v and setting the resulting equation equal to zero. For a two
class problem the optimal unit vector v is shown in equation (2.16). Further,
an offset value b is calculated as shown in equation (2.20). The offset value
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implies that the optimal line does not have to go through origo.
v = S−1w (µ1 − µ2) (2.16)
Sw = S1 + S2 (2.17)
S1 =
∑
xk∈Class 1
(xk − µ1)(xk − µ1)t (2.18)
S2 =
∑
xk∈Class 2
(xk − µ2)(xk − µ2)t (2.19)
b = −0.5 ∗ (µˆ1 − µˆ2) (2.20)
µˆ1 = v
t ∗ µ1 (2.21)
µˆ2 = v
t ∗ µ2 (2.22)
Equation (2.16) assumes that the inverse exists for Sw. If the inverse does
not exist the eigenvalues must be found, which will not be discussed here.
To classify a test sample x using FLD the projected value y = vt ∗x+ b is
calculated. If µˆ1 was larger than µˆ2 the test sample is assumed to belong to
class 1 for a positive projected value, and vice versa for a negative projected
value.
The unit vector v, together with b and the threshold that decides which
class a test sample belongs to, creates a classifier. The projected value will
be referred to as LDA score. The more data used to train the LDA model
the better the model works for new data, assuming that the new data follows
the same pattern as the training data.
As with any automatic method that needs training the number of training
data versus dimensionality is important. In theory the more dimensions
(features) used to classify data the better result is expected. However
increasing the number of dimensions while keeping the training data low will
result in specialized models for the training data. A model should be general
in order to fit new data better. Thus it is not possible to increase the number
of dimensions forever and expect to get better results without increasing the
number of training data. This is called the ’curse of dimensionality’ and is
discussed further in [21].
2.6 Confidence measures
A confidence measure gives an indication of how confident we are that the
unit to which it has been applied (e.g. a phrase, word, phone) is correct [1].
This section presents a confidence measure based on segmentation and LDA
score.
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The HMM and DTW segmentation of an utterance forms the basis of the
classification features. Thus if the segmentation is unreliable the classification
features are most likely unreliable. If forced alignment has been used to
segment an utterance there is no information whether the phonemes in the
utterance and the HMMs used to segment it correspond at all. The utterance
might not contain the phonemes assumed to be in it. Pronunciations with
wrong phonemes are likely to result in unreliable segmentation. It is also
a point in itself to detect if a pronunciation is wrong for CAPT systems,
because a L2 learner should be taught to pronounce words correctly.
Figure 2.14: The figure illustrates how the Word Confidence Score is
calculated by using the forced alignment segmentation. The LLR is
calculated for each of the phonemes, then summed up to the Word Confidence
Score.
The confidence measure for segmentation is based on finding out how
likely the phonemes (and corresponding HMMs) used to segment a word
are compared to other phonemes. To find out how much a phoneme can be
trusted the log likelihood ratio (LLR) is calculated per phoneme. This is done
by finding the likelihood of the assumed ’correct’ phoneme versus the average
likelihood of a subset of the rival phonemes1. If the LLR is low the assumed
’correct’ phoneme is less likely to have been pronounced correctly or the
segmentation has displaced the ’correct’ phoneme where another phoneme
1A rival phoneme is any of the other phonemes except for the assumed correct phoneme.
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is. The calculation of LLR is shown in equation (2.23).
To check whether the whole pronunciation contains errors the LLR is
summed up for all of the phonemes in a way that emphasizes low log
likelihood ratio scores. The summed up LLR is called the Word Confidence
Score (WCS). If the WCS is below a set threshold then the pronunciation
should ideally contain phoneme error(s), while above the threshold the
pronunciation should be correct with regards to the assumed phonemes in
the word. Equation (2.24) shows how the WCS is calculated. The confidence
measure is illustrated in figure 2.14 where there are assumed to be 4 phonemes
in the word and an average of 5 phoneme rivals are used to calculated the
LLR.
Ph.LLR = LL(Phx)− 1
N
N∑
k∈subset
LL(Phk) (2.23)
where the subset is defined as being the N rival phonemes with highest
likelihood. LL = log likelihood, Ph = phoneme, LLR = log likelihood ratio.
WCS = log((
∑L
k=1 e
(−Ph.LLR)
L
)−1) (2.24)
where L is the number of phonemes in the word. Silence/noise at he start
and end of an utterance is not included because only phoneme errors are of
interest.
Another confidence measure can be found by using the LDA score from
the FLD trained classifier. A LDA score close to zero will logically be close
to class 1 and class 2. By assigning an area around zero as ’unsure area’ most
of the classification errors are found while most of the correct classifications
are outside the window. This is illustrated in figure 2.15.
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Figure 2.15: This figure shows an example of the score from a LDA. The
score can be used as a confidence measure by assigning scores around 0 (the
score between the two classes) as ’unsure’.
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Chapter 3
Recording and preparing a
database
This chapter describes how a database of both native and non-native speakers
were recorded and prepared. Section 3.1 explains the reasoning behind the
choice of the words which were recorded while section 3.2 presents how the
database was recorded. Further, section 3.3 presents how the sound files in
the database was prepared. Finally, section 3.4 explains how the labeling of
the database was done.
3.1 Word selection
Before the recording of the database could be performed the words to be
recorded had to be chosen. This section describes the reasoning behind the
word selection.
It was chosen to record isolated speech1. Isolated speech reduces the time
taken to record the words and the complexity in determining the phoneme
boundaries compared to continuous speech. Further, all of the recorded words
were recorded in minimal pairs with respect to vowel length. Minimal pairs
make it easier for the L2 learner to grasp the pronunciation difference between
short and long vowel length.
The vowel length pronunciation classification method involves segmen-
tation of the phonemes in the utterances. Automatic segmentation is more
reliable if the sound file with the utterance contains the expected phonemes2
1Isolated speech implies that the sounds files with the spoken words contain either one
word or words with clear pauses between them.
2In a language, a phoneme is the smallest posited structural unit that distinguishes
meaning[2]
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pronunciation. The phoneme ’r’ is difficult to pronounce for foreigners and
difficult to segment using automatic systems due to large variations in pro-
nunciation. Thus the phoneme was avoided in most of the minimal pairs.
However some words still include ’r’, because it was difficult to find alterna-
tive words.
18 regular words (9 minimal pairs) were selected. The words were selected
to include all of the 9 vowels in the Norwegian language and based on the
mentioned criteria.
In addition to regular words, a set of non-sense words were included where
only the vowel changes while the consonants are always the same: k-vowel-
t-e (long vowel word) and k-vowel-t-t-e (short vowel word). It was assumed
that automatic segmentation methods can segment the non-sense words more
reliably than many other words due to large difference between the phonemes
in the words. It was also assumed that the consonant phonemes ’k’ and
’t’ are easier to pronounce for non-natives than for example phonemes like
’r’. Therefore the pronunciations and segmentations of the non-sense words
should be more reliable than for many other words.
The non-sense words are possible to pronounce in Norwegian and some
of them are actual words. The list with all of the chosen words is shown in
appendix A.2.
3.2 Recording a database
This section presents details about how the utterance database was recorded.
Before the start of the thesis a teacher voice was recorded. The teacher
voice database contains all the different words clearly articulated by a
professional speaker. The recording of the teacher voice was done in a
professional studio with the same microphone and computer as the one used
in the test database recording. The reason for recording a teacher voice is
that in a CAPT system the user will most likely not know how to pronounce a
word by just looking at the letters, neither does the non-native test speakers.
The teacher voice was also used as a reference for DTW segmentation.
DTW needs a segmented reference to segment other words, as explained in
section 2.2. The teacher voice recordings were segmented manually by a
professional speech scientist.
As a part of this work a recording interface was developed. This was done
to make the recording procedure as easy as possible for the speaker being
recorded. The speaker was only expected to click on a button. The first
click on the button played the word the speaker should pronounce and the
second click started the recording. The recording lasted for 3 seconds, then a
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new word was presented and the process was repeated until every word was
recorded. The user interface is shown in figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: The recording interface used in this work. The user is only
supposed to click on the button marked ’Play’ which changes into ’Record’,
then back to ’Play’ again, and so on. The rest of the buttons are for the
recording supervisor.
The recorded speakers were chosen based on different factors. One such
factor was the speaker’s background. The background can be important for
the realization of pronunciations. Thus to minimize variations the speakers
were gathered based on their mother tongue and on how many speakers
could be obtained for a specific mother tongue. Another factor, in which the
speakers was chosen by, was that the mother tongue should not be closely
related to Norwegian (for example Swedish and Danish).
The recording of the database with natives and non-natives was done in
a way to reduce variations and noise. All of the speakers used the same
equipment, were recorded in the same room, and the speakers received the
same knowledge about the motivation for the recordings. The two first pages
of the document shown in appendix A.4 was sent by e-mail to the speakers
before start. The pages explained the motivation and what they were going
to do. When the speakers arrived at the recording room, the two last pages of
the document were presented. The pages showed the words they were going
to pronounce and the meaning in English. They also got a short briefing on
what was expected of them.
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For each speaker a test recording was always performed. The test
recording was done to check that the recording level did not exceed maximum
and to let the speaker get used to the equipment. A recording supervisor
was always present in the room to explain what the speakers should do and
to make sure the recordings were acceptable. The recording was performed
in the following manner:
• Repeat the list with tone words three times (not used in this work)
• Repeat the list with vowel length words three times
• Repeat the list with non-sense vowel length words three times
In total there were recorded 1404 utterances with vowel length
pronunciations. For more information about the recording conditions and
how many speakers were recorded see appendix A.
All of the non-natives recorded in this work had been living in Norway for
some time. Length of residency and other factors like their mother tongue
can affect the pronunciation of the words and thus the result from automatic
classification. Appendix A.3 shows what was assumed to be important
information about the speakers. In case the number of classification errors
per speaker differed much, the information could be helpful to determine
why.
3.3 Preparing the database
This section explains how the utterance database was prepared by processing
the sound files.
The recording of the database was done with a sampling rate of 48
kHz. However the microphone used in the recording was of limited quality,
therefore sound above a frequency of 8 kHz was noisy. The recorded sound
files included a lot of silence due to the 3 second recording window. Silence
and noise are unwanted parts of the sound files, because they include no
information about the pronounced words. Figure 3.2 shows how the database
was processed to remove some of the silence and noise.
The following list explains the steps shown in figure 3.2 and why they
were performed:
• Amplitude scaling to a maximum amplitude of 0.6: If the absolute
amplitude is close to 1, a filter operation (which is performed when
downsampling) can cause saturation in the sound files. A solution is
to scale down the amplitude before filtering. Amplitude scaling also
normalizes the energy across speakers.
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Figure 3.2: This figure shows the order in which the database was prepared
by removing noise and silence.
• Downsampling (and filtering): Downsampling was performed to remove
noisy frequency parts of the sound signal while keeping the parts
that are useful. The noisy frequency parts largely stem from the
microphone, which is not accurate at high frequencies. The sound
files were downsampled to a sampling rate of 16 kHz. The reason for
keeping a rather high sampling rate was because of the detailed acoustic
analysis that was going to be performed.
• Voice activity detection (VAD): VAD was done with an algorithm from
[15] to remove silence at the start and end of the sound files. One
reason for including a VAD algorithm is that silence has no relevant
information and may only confuse the segmentation algorithms.
• Amplitude scaling to a maximum amplitude of 0.6: The preceding
operations changed the amplitude, thus another amplitude scaling was
performed to ensure that the maximum absolute amplitude was the
same for all files.
3.4 Pronunciation evaluation by a judge
The utterance database had been recorded and prepared, but there were no
information what vowel length the non-native speakers had pronounced. The
part of the database with non-native speakers had to be labeled. The labels
were going to tell whether the vowel length pronunciations were short vowel
or long vowel length, and whether the utterances contained pronunciation
errors.
To ensure that the judge would make unbiased labels, a decision interface
was made which played the recorded words. When using the interface the
judge would only know which minimal pair he/she was listening to and
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nothing else. The decisions of the judge were used to label the utterances.
Based on what the judge perceived, a decision was made between four
possible labels:
• Sure short vowel
• Unsure short vowel
• Unsure long vowel
• Sure long vowel
In addition, the judge could label whether there were any pronunciation
errors in the utterance. The judge was instructed to label an utterance as
pronunciation error if a Norwegian would have problems understanding the
pronunciation, where the error in the pronunciation was not related to the
vowel length.
The utterances in the database were presented after what minimal pair
they belonged to. Decisions were first made on word pair 1, then word pair
2 et cetera. All of the utterances within a minimal pair were randomized,
giving the judge no clue as to which vowel length the non-natives had tried
to pronounce. The decision interface is shown in 3.3
Figure 3.3: The decision interface used in this work. The judge must play the
word at least one time and choose one of the 4 label options before clicking
to get another word.
After the decision interface was implemented a native Norwegian labeled
the non-native database. The judge labeled each utterance 2 times. The
minimal pairs switched places in the interface for the second label. With two
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labels per utterance it was possible to inspect how consistent the judge was
labeling the utterances.
The conflicts and non-conflicts are shown in table 3.1. A conflict is defined
as an utterance with two different labels while a non-conflict is defined as an
utterance with the same label.
- Sure SV Unsure SV Unsure LV Sure LV
Sure SV 357 34 2 6
Unsure SV - 8 16 7
Unsure LV - - 9 24
Sure LV - - - 509
Table 3.1: The labels made by the judge on the non-native database. If the
2 labels were consistent for an utterance it is shown in the diagonal, while
the rest of the table shows the conflicting labels. SV = Short Vowel, LV =
Long Vowel
As can be seen from table 3.1 there are 2 + 6 + 16 + 7 = 31 labels that
change from unsure or sure short vowel to unsure or sure long vowel. With
972 non-native utterances, the conflicting labels result in a long to short
vowel conflict rate of 3.1%. The conflict rate should be low because any
automatic classification test of the database using the judge as solution is
in theory lower bounded by the conflict rate. The classifier cannot be more
correct than the solution.
The number of conflicting labels on pronunciation errors was 58. The
first decision labeled 149 pronunciation errors, which results in 15.3% of the
utterances containing pronunciation errors.
The decisions were used to label the recorded utterances and used instead
of what the recorded speakers were asked to pronounce. Where there were
conflicts between the labels the first decision was used. The number of
utterances belonging to the different labels is shown below:
• Sure short vowel length: 374 (38.4% of total)
• Unsure short vowel length: 44 (4.5% of total)
• Unsure long vowel length: 25 (2.6% of total)
• Sure long vowel length: 529 (54.4% of total)
• Total number utterances: 972
If only looking at the vowel length the distribution is:
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• Short vowel length: 418 (43% of total utterances)
• Long vowel length: 554 (57% of total utterances)
• Number of utterances with short vowel length and pronunciation error:
48
• Number of utterances with long vowel length and pronunciation error:
101
It is important to remember that the labels are one person’s perception of
the utterance and that the labels would most likely be different for another
judge. The labeling results even showed that some of the labels were different
for the same judge. [20] discusses human labeling consistency and shows that
there is a significant variability among different judges.
Ideally many different judges should have labeled the utterances. Then
the average decision on each utterance could have been used instead of one
person’s labels. Using an average of many people would have given more
’objective’ labels.
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Chapter 4
Method for classification of
vowel length
Figure 4.1 shows how the classification of vowel length pronunciations was
done. This chapter explains the specific choices made at each step and how
the proposed method was evaluated.
Figure 4.1: Classification of vowel length pronunciations
Section 4.1 presents the chosen MFCC parameterization, while section
4.2 presents the chosen way of doing segmentation. Section 4.3 explains how
the classification features and classifier were used. Section 4.3 also presents
two different methods of training the classifier. Finally, section 4.4 explains
how the confidence measures were used, calculated and evaluated.
4.1 Preprocessing: acoustic features
This section explains how the preprocessing was done in this work.
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The acoustic feature (MFCCs) calculation was done with the Hidden
Markov Model Toolkit (HTK). For a detailed description of the toolkit see [5].
For each sound file, or equivalently for each utterance, there were calculated
39 MFCCs (including energy, 1st-order delta and 2nd-order delta coefficients)
per window. The 39 MFCCs will be referred to as Dynamic MFCCs. The
chosen window size was 15 ms and the step size was 5 ms. For more details
about the parameterization with HTK see appendix B.3.
DTW segmentation was also done with another MFCCs parameterization
than using 39 MFCCs. It was also tested using a parameterization derived
in [15]. This parameterization uses only 13 non-delta coefficients which were
normalized and weighed. The normalization and weighing emphasized lower
frequency components and the energy. For more about the normalization see
appendix B.1. The normalized and weighed MFCCs will be referred to as
Normalized MFCCs.
Thus the different MFCCs options were:
1) (HMM and DTW) Dynamic MFCCs: 39 coefficients which includes
energy and delta coefficients
2) (DTW) Normalized MFCCs: 13 coefficients (including energy) which
were normalized and weighed
4.2 Segmentation
This section explains how the HMMs and DTW were used in this work to
segment utterances. This section also presents some information about the
training of the HMMs.
The HMMs had to be trained before they were used. Before the start of
the thesis HMMs were trained based on 2 different databases: a database with
isolated speech1 and a database with continuous speech. The HMMs trained
on isolated speech will be referred to as isolated HMMs while the HMMs
trained on continuous speech will be referred to as continuous HMMs. The
training databases used to train the HMMs were not recorded in this work,
but taken from another project. The trained HMMs include one model for
each phoneme in the Norwegian language. Key information about the HMMs
used in this work is listed in appendix B.2.
When doing segmentation it is assumed that the CAPT system knows
which minimum pair the user of the system is exercising on, but not which
1Isolated speech is sound files with either one word or phoneme in them, or words with
clear pauses between them.
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vowel length the user has pronounced. With that assumption all of the
phonemes in the utterance were known except for the phoneme representing
the Vowel.
Because the vowel length was unknown two segmentations were performed
per utterance: the first called short segmentation and the second called
long segmentation. When doing segmentation with HMMs, a short HMM
segmentation implies that a HMM representing a short vowel length was
used, while a long HMM segmentation implies that a HMM representing a
long vowel length was used. For DTW, a reference pronouncing a long or
short vowel length was used instead of HMMs, but the same principle holds.
Segmentations were done with both HMMs and DTW to test which
segmentation method results in the lowest number of classification errors.
Forced alignment was the chosen method for HMM segmentations while the
Restricted DTW was used to do the DTW segmentations. The HTK was
used to do segmentation with HMMs.
4.3 Classification features and classification
This section explains how the segmented utterances were used to make
classification features and how the classification features were used to classify
vowel length pronunciations.
The short and long segmentations were used to make classification feature
vectors. For each of the two segmentations a classification feature vector was
calculated, which were combined before classification as shown below:
MainClassi.Vec. = (Short Seg. Classi. Vec.,Long Seg. Classi. Vec.)
ShortSeg.Classi.Vec. = (feature1x, feature2x, . . . , featureNx)
LongSeg.Classi.Vec. = (feature1y, feature2y, . . . , featureNy)
All of the classification features were presented in section 2.4. In total 21
HMM classification features were calculated per segmentation. This implies
42 classification features were used in the classifier when segmenting with
HMMs. For DTW there were 12 classification features per segmentation,
thus the classifier used in total 24 classification features when segmenting
with DTW.
To do classification of vowel length pronunciations a classifier was trained
to classify vowel length pronunciations into either long or short vowel length.
The classifier was trained using the Fisher Linear Discriminant principle. The
words were labeled into 4 vowel length categories by a native as described
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in section 3.4: Sure short vowel, unsure short vowel, unsure long vowel, sure
long vowel. When training and testing the classifier, the sure and unsure
short vowel length classes were defined as short vowel length, while the sure
and unsure long vowel length classes were defined as long vowel length.
The classifier thresholds were:
LDA score < 0 == short vowel length
LDA score > 0 == long vowel length
Two different methods of training the classifier were used:
1) Norwegian trained classifier
2) Rotation trained classifier
The first classification method was to train the classifier on all of the
Norwegian speakers and use the classifier to classify non-native vowel length
pronunciations. The other classification method was to train the classifier on
a selected part of the non-native speakers, which is called rotation training.
Rotation training implies that the classifier is trained on a set of speakers
where one speaker is removed before training. The trained classifier is then
used to classify the vowel length pronunciations belonging to the speaker left
out. The speaker being left out changes until every speaker’s vowel length
pronunciations has been classified. The expected number of classification
errors, given a classifier trained on all of the speakers, can then be calculated
by finding the average number of classification errors with the rotation
classification method. The rotation training method is useful when the
number of training data is low.
Training of the classifier with FLD assumes that there is an equal
probability of each class. As shown in section 3.4, there were 43% short
vowel pronunciations and 57% long vowel pronunciations recorded for the
non-native speakers. This made the equal probability assumption false when
training with non-native speakers. The small difference was assumed to have
little impact on the results and was therefore not inspected further.
Given a classifier and a test database the percent chance of doing
classification errors, called error rate, can be calculated to evaluate the
classifier. A classification error is defined as when a vowel length is classified
as a long vowel length pronunciation by the classifier, while the judge has
labeled the utterance as a short vowel pronunciation, and vice versa. The
total number of classification errors was found by classifying all of the vowel
length pronunciations in the selected part of the database that is of interest.
The error rate was calculated by equation (4.2).
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P(classification error) =
Number of classification errors
Number of test utterances
(4.1)
ErrorRate = P(classification error) ∗ 100 (4.2)
4.4 Confidence
The confidence measures presented in section 2.6 were in this thesis used to
detect utterances with high potential of being classified wrong and therefore
discard them. What to do with the discarded utterances in a real CAPT
system is educational psychology and was not considered in this report.
The discarded utterances were split into correctly and wrongly discarded
utterances. Correctly discarded utterances were utterances with wrongly
classified vowel length, pronunciation errors or utterances labeled as unsure
vowel length by the judge. Wrongly discarded utterances are the rest of the
utterances. Pronunciation errors should be detected and the L2 learner given
feedback that the pronunciation is wrong. Thus discarding them before vowel
length classification is reasonable. The same is true for unsure vowel length
words, because if a native judge is not sure which word was pronounced then
something in the vowel length pronunciation is assumed to be wrong.
To calculate the LLR discussed in section 2.6 the 5 best opponent
phonemes was used. All of the recorded words in the database had 4
phonemes, thus the WCS was calculated based on the corresponding 4 LLRs.
To evaluate the different confidence measures a score was calculated called
Confidence Evaluation Score (CES). CES is the percent chance of correctly
discarding utterances. A score close to 100% means that the confidence
measure discards nearly only utterances which should be discarded. The
equation for calculating CSE is shown in equation (4.3).
CES =
Number of correctly discarded utterances
Number of discarded utterances
(4.3)
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Chapter 5
Results and discussion
This chapter presents the results and a discussion of them. The classification
tests were done on the non-native speakers unless otherwise specified. A test
utterance is defined as an utterance which was used to test the classifier.
The chapter is structured as follows:
• Section 5.1: Compares the HMM segmentations with the manual
segmentation of the teacher voice. This section also shows the manually
segmented Vowel and Consonant duration.
• Section 5.2: Presents the classification results using HMM and DTW
segmentation. This section also finds the segmentation option that
result in least amount of classification errors.
• Section 5.3: Inspects the classification errors with regard to speaker and
word type. This section also discusses the reasons for the classification
errors.
• Section 5.4: Inspects the classification errors with regard to the features
and finds a subset of classification features that result in least amount
of classification errors.
• Section 5.5: The confidence measures are used to discard words which
are thought to be problematic for the classifier and by that improve
the classification result.
5.1 Segmentation results: teacher voice
This section compares the automatic segmentation results using HMMs with
the teacher voice and discusses the teacher voice’s manually segmented Vowel
and Consonant duration.
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The teacher voice was the only manually segmented speech in the recorded
databases. The speech was used to see how close the isolated and continuous
HMMs segmented the speech compared to the manual segmentation of the
teacher voice. Table 5.1 shows the comparison. In the table correct HMMs
implies that long vowel HMMs were used for utterances with long vowel
length and short vowel HMMs were used for utterances with short vowel
length. Long/short vowel (LV/SV) HMMs implies that only the specified
HMM was used for all of the utterances.
Time (ms) <= 5 <= 10 <= 15 <= 20 <= 40 <= 80
Cont. Correct HMMs 12% 27% 38% 56% 78% 97%
Cont. LV HMMs 12% 25% 38% 55% 78% 97%
Cont. SV HMMs 12% 24% 36% 53% 76% 95%
Isol. Correct HMMs 19% 48% 61% 71% 90% 97%
Isol. LV HMMs 20% 50% 62% 75% 91% 97%
Isol. SV HMMs 18% 48% 58% 66% 89% 97%
Table 5.1: The table shows how many boundaries, in percent, the HMMs
segment below X ms in absolute distance from the manual segmentation of
the teacher voice. Total number of boundaries was 180. Cont. = continuous,
LV = long vowel, SV = short vowel. A higher percent implies that the
segmentation is closer to the manual segmentation.
Table 5.1 shows that segmentation with isolated HMMs results in a
lower absolute distance from the manual segmentation compared with the
continuous models. This is consistent with the theory about HMMs because
the teacher voice was spoken as isolated speech, thus there were a match
between trained HMMs and the speech.
The more surprising result in table 5.1 is that using only segmentation
with long vowel HMMs results in a consistently better segmentation than
only using segmentation with short vowel HMMs. Better segmentation
implies that the segmentation is closer to the manual segmentation. When
segmenting with the isolated HMMs, the long HMMs result in better
segmentation than only using correct HMMs. This indicates that the long
vowel HMMs are better trained than the short vowel HMMs or that the
teacher voice is acoustically closer to the long HMMs. However, the low
number of boundaries and small difference between correct and long vowel
HMMs implies that the result is not significant.
Figure 5.1 shows the Vowel and Consonant duration of the teacher voice
using manual segmentation. As can be seen by the figure, the Vowel duration
clearly contrast between short and long vowel length pronunciations, while
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the Consonant duration is distributed nearly randomly.
Figure 5.1: Manually segmented teacher voice: Vowel and Consonant
duration.
The teacher voice was clearly articulated, thus it comes as no surprise
that the Vowel duration contrast between the vowel length. According to
[16], the Consonant duration should be shorter after a long vowel length
and vice versa. As can be seen in figure 5.1 the teacher voice’s Consonant
duration does not seem to hold any information at all about which vowel
length was pronounced.
One explanation for the more or less random Consonant duration could
be that the Consonant duration is not that important for vowel length
pronunciations after all. Because the Consonant duration does not contrast
between vowel length with manual segmentation, it cannot be expected
that the Consonant duration contrast with automatic segmentation either.
However, there are few Consonant durations in the figure, thus in average on
a larger test database the Consonant duration might still contrast between
vowel length pronunciations.
5.2 Classification results
This section presents and discusses the classification results using different
segmentation and classifier training methods.
Table 5.2 presents the classification results with non-native speakers, us-
ing different segmentation options. The table shows that the lowest classifi-
cation error rate was 7.7%, which was calculated based on segmentation with
continuous HMMs. The second lowest error rate was with Restricted DTW
using Normalized MFCCs, which resulted in an error rate of 8.6%.
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Segmentation Number of Error
method errors rate
Continuous HMM 75 7.7%
Isolated HMM 119 12.2%
Rest. DTW (Dyna. MFCCs) 119 12.2%
Rest. DTW (Norm. MFCCs) 84 8.6%
Table 5.2: Number of classification errors made with different segmentation
methods on non-native speakers. The total number of test utterances was 972
and the classifier was trained on the Norwegian speakers. Rest. = Restricted,
Norm. = Normalized, Dyna. = Dynamic
The results in section 5.1 indicate that segmentation with isolated HMMs
is better than with continuous HMMs. Based on those results it was expected
that segmentation with isolated HMMs would result in a lower classification
error rate than with continuous HMMs.
Table 5.2 shows that segmentation with continuous HMMs results in
a lower error rate than using isolated HMMs, which is contrary to the
expectation. One reason the results did not follow the expectancy might
be because the test speakers were non-native while the HMMs were trained
on Norwegian speakers. Some of the problems with speech recognition and
non-native speech are described in [13]. The paper explains that HMMs
trained on native speech cannot be used reliably for speech recognition on
non-native speakers because, among other things, they speak with a non-
native accent. The accent results in a mismatch between the trained HMMs
and the speech.
In this thesis the HMMs were trained on native speakers and used to
segment non-native speakers, and thus also has this mismatch. That the
isolated HMMs segmented native speech (the teacher voice) better than
the continuous HMMs does not necessarily imply that the isolated HMMs
segment non-native speech better. A low classification error rate does
not need to correspond with a segmentation that is close to a manual
segmentation either. The purpose of the segmentation is to get classification
features which contrast between long and short vowel length pronunciations.
Thus an automatic segmentation can in theory be better than a manual
segmentation for vowel length classification. However, this does not explain
why the classification results varied that much between the two HMM
segmentation options and no good explanation was found.
Table 5.2 also shows that the classification error rate is lower when
using Restricted DTW with Normalized MFCCs than Restricted DTW with
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Dynamic MFCCs to segment the test utterances. This is consistent with
the results from [15] where native speech was classified using similar MFCC
options. The reason for the lower classification error rate with Normalized
MFCCs is most likely because emphasizing the first MFCCs increases the
coefficients that are estimated better or are more important for distinguishing
between the phonemes. This may have resulted in segmentations with a more
consistent difference between short and long vowel lengths when using DTW
with Normalized MFCCs to segment.
Finally, table 5.2 shows that the classification error rate with segmen-
tation based on Restricted DTW using Normalized MFCCs is very close to
the error rate with continuous HMMs. The difference is only 0.8 percentage
points.
In general HMMs can handle greater speaker variations than DTW due
to the nature of general models which are trained on many speakers versus
just using one reference speaker (the teacher voice). Thus using HMMs to
segment should result in a more reliable segmentation. However, all of the
speakers listened to the teacher voice before they were recorded. Thus they
were influenced to speak in the same manner as the teacher voice. Since the
teacher voice was used as a DTW reference, this may have been an advantage.
As explained earlier, the purpose is only to get a segmentation with a clear
contrast between short and long vowel length pronunciations. This may have
made the advantages with HMMs less apparent than they would have been
if only the segmentation was compared.
Table 5.3 shows the classification error rate when using rotation versus
Norwegian trained classifier. The HMM and DTW options with lowest
classification error rate in table 5.2 were used to do segmentation, which
as discussed above were continuous HMMs and normalized DTW. The table
also shows how many classification errors were made when classifying native
(Norwegian) speakers.
Table 5.3 shows that using rotation classifier increases the classification
error rate slightly for HMM. Using a Norwegian trained classifier to classify
non-native speakers results in a mismatch between the classifier and test
data. Using the non-natives as training data results in a match between
classifier and test speakers, but a mismatch between the HMMs and the
non-natives. Training of the rotation classifier with non-native speakers
included vowel length pronunciations which were judged as unsure in section
3.4. Many of the non-native utterances were labeled as pronunciation errors.
Thus the training data for the non-native rotation classifier included a
lot of problematic utterances which were likely to result in inconsistent
classification features.
The inconsistent features are probably the reason for the lower error
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HMM DTW
classifier Number Error Number Error Test database
of errors rate of errors rate
Norwegian 75 7.7% 84 8.6% Non-natives
Rotation 78 8.0% 84 8.6% Non-natives
Rotation 4 0.9% 7 1.6% Natives
Table 5.3: This table shows the classification results when using Norwegian
trained classifier and classification result using rotation trained classifier. The
rotation training and testing was done with regard to the speaker’s mother
tongue. The number of test utterances for non-native speakers were 972. For
natives there were 432 test utterances.
rate when using rotation trained classifier. However, the percentage point
difference between the two classifier training methods is insignificant.
An advantage with the Norwegian classifier is that the classification result
calculated based on the classifier can be expected to be improved easily. A
classification feature can be inconsistent between natives and non-natives,
because non-natives might use other clues in the pronunciation to pronounce
vowel length. An inconsistent feature should result in more classification
errors than if it was removed. This implies that for the Norwegian trained
classifier removing a classification feature can improve the classification
result.
Table 5.3 also shows the classification error rate when natives are
classified. The error rate is significantly lower than for the non-native
speakers. When classifying the natives there is a match between the HMMs
used for segmentation and the speech. There are no pronunciation errors
and no non-native accent to make the segmentation difficult with automatic
methods. The classification error rate on native speech can therefore
intuitively be seen as the lower bound for the classifier.
In the rest of the thesis only the segmentation and classifier with lowest
classification error rate was used. The segmentation method with lowest
error rate was segmentation with continuous HMMs and the classifier with
lowest error rate was the Norwegian trained classifier.
5.3 Inspection of classification errors
This section inspects the classification errors with regard to the speaker and
word spoken. This section also discusses the reasons for the classification
errors.
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The segmentation is a crucial part in the classification method, everything
after depends on the segmentation. For that reason, a manual inspection was
done of the utterances to check if it was likely that the segmentations were
the main cause for the classification errors.
Figure 5.2: Example of one of the utterances with significant segmentation
error when doing forced alignment segmentation. The figure also shows the
manually segmented utterance.
Due to time restrictions the manual inspection of the utterances was
only done on the vowel length pronunciations which were classified wrong.
The manual inspection counted how many of the utterances were subject
to significant segmentation errors. Figure 5.2 illustrates an example of a
significant segmentation error and the manual segmentation of the same
utterance. The large difference between the manual segmentation and
automatic segmentation indicates a significant segmentation error.
The manual inspection of the utterances with regard to segmentation
found that approximately half of the utterances were subject to significant
segmentation errors. Based on this inspection it can be assumed that
segmentation errors are the reason for most of the classification errors, but
that some of the classification errors also are due to other reasons. One
of the reasons for non-segmentation errors can be that the classification
features do not capture all of the necessary information about the vowel
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length pronunciation to classify them correctly. Another reason can be that
the linear classifier is too simple. Another more elaborate classifier might
decrease the classification error rate.
There are many reasons for the segmentation errors. As discussed earlier,
the non-native accent is likely to be the reason for some of the segmentation
errors. In addition, the pronunciation errors combined with forced alignment
will most likely result in significant segmentation error. Even a HMM
segmentation of native speech is not perfect. This was shown in section 5.1
where 3% of the boundaries were more than 80 ms in absolute distance from
a manual segmentation. Without a manual segmentation of the database it
is impossible to determine for certain the impact of the segmentation errors.
Table 5.4 shows the classification error rate per speaker. The table
shows a small subset of the speakers caused most of the classification errors.
15 + 22 = 37 of 75 classification errors originate from 2 of the speakers.
Speaker (Mother Number Error Residency Level
tongue) of errors rate
4 (Chinese) 10 9.3% 9 1
5 (Chinese) 15 13.9% 5 1
9 (Chinese) 6 5.6% 6 0
12 (Chinese) 2 1.8% 6 1
13 (Chinese) 9 6.3% 42 2
14 (Chinese) 22 20.4% 7 0
6 (Persian) 1 0.9% 5 1
7 (Persian) 3 2.8% 27 2
8 (Persian) 7 6.5% 18 2
All 75 7.7% - -
Table 5.4: This table shows the classification error rate per speaker. There
were a total of 108 utterances per speaker. The error rate, in this table, was
calculated based on the total number of utterances per speaker. Section A.3
shows more information about the speakers. Residency = length in months
of residence in Norway. Level = level of Norwegian course.
That two of the speakers are the reason for approximately half of the
classification errors indicates that there are some people the automatic
methods do not work reliably on. The speech might be too acoustically
different from the speech used to train the HMMs, which causes segmentation
errors. Another reason for the high error rate may be that the speakers use
different clues in the pronunciation to pronounce the vowel length than the
other speakers. If the classification features do not capture the necessary
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information or are inconsistent, then the classifier will fail.
There does not seem to be a clear connection between the length of
residency and the number of classification errors. The level of Norwegian
course seems to be a factor which reduces the number of classification errors.
The speakers with level 2 course got in general a lower amount of classification
errors than the rest of the speakers, but there are too few test utterances
to conclude that it is significant. However, it would seem reasonable that
speakers with a higher level of Norwegian course are better at speaking
Norwegian.
Table 5.4 clearly shows a correlation between the speaker’s mother tongue
and the number of classification errors. The speakers with Persian as mother
tongue are classified with a lower error rate than the speakers with Chinese
as mother tongue.
Persian and Norwegian are Indo-European languages, while Chinese is
not. The fact that Norwegian and Persian is closer related to each other
than Chinese and Norwegian might help the speakers because the language
is more familiar. ’... one must expect that a non-native will significantly
mispronounce sounds that are not in his native auditory collection, by
projecting the pronunciation onto his native articulatory and acoustic space
which might result in the elimination of certain vital clues’ [13]. Thus
the reason for a lower error rate for Persian speakers might be that they
pronounce sounds closer to native speech.
The fact that the Persians had a high average Norwegian course level
and length of residency can be also a factor in the lower error rate. The
low number of speakers implies that the result is not statistically significant,
but that the speaker’s mother tongue is likely to be important. This is as
expected, hence the decision to exclude people whose mother tongue is too
close to Norwegian in section 3.2. Thus the assumption was reasonable.
In table 5.5 the error rate of the non-sense and regular words is shown
independently. The error rate with the non-sense words is 11.5 percentage
points lower than for the regular words.
Word type Number of errors Error rate Number of test data
Non-sense words 12 2.5% 486
Regular words 63 13% 486
All words 75 7.7% 972
Table 5.5: Number of classification errors on non-sense words versus regular
words. The error rate was calculated based on the number of test utterances
for that word type.
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As explained in section 3.1 the non-sense words were assumed to be
easier to pronounce and segment compared to many other words. The non-
sense words were specifically chosen for that very reason. The results clearly
indicate that the assumption is true, because most of the classification errors
are caused by the regular words.
However, there is another factor which could have made the non-sense
words easier to classify. 50% of the database were utterances with non-sense
words, which are structured the same way (k - vowel - t - e), while the rest
of the utterances were regular words. Thus all the non-sense words have
a structure that bears a greater overall resemblance to more of the words
that the classifier is trained on, than the structure of a given regular word
will. The fact that the classifier is trained on many utterances with the same
structure could be a part of the reason the vowel length in non-sense words
are classified with a lower error rate than the regular words.
Table 5.6 presents the 7 words pairs with highest number of classification
errors. The table shows that the words ’rodde/rode’ and ’mulle/mule’
resulted in 26 of 75 classification errors. There were 18 different word pairs,
thus this is a significant amount.
Word pair Number of errors Error rate Pronunciation errors
Rodde/rode 15 27.8% 13
Mulle/mule 11 20.4% 2
Monne/ma˚ne 8 14.8% 2
Lesse/lese 8 14.8% 0
Lynne/lyne 7 13.0% 0
Verre/været 6 11.1% 3
Lisse/lise 5 9.3% 0
Table 5.6: This table shows the 7 word pairs with the highest number of
classification errors. Total number of utterances per minimal pair was 54.
The error rate was calculated based on the total number of utterances for
the minimal pairs. The (perceived) pronunciation errors were assigned by
the judge in section 3.4.
Nearly all of the classification errors in the word pair ’rodde/rode’ were
utterances with pronunciation errors. Inspection of the utterances showed
that the non-native speakers pronounced the phoneme ’r’ as ’l’. As explained
earlier, forced alignment combined with pronunciation error will most likely
lead to significant segmentation errors. Thus the classification errors from
the utterances with the word pair ’rodde/rode’ most likely originate from the
segmentation.
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For the word pair ’mulle/mule’ there was another problem than
pronunciation errors. The phoneme /l/ is a semivowel [21]. The
pronunciation of /l/ is acoustically close to a vowel. A small difference
between the pronounced consonant and vowel combined with a non-native
accent could result in unreliable segmentation, thus explaining the high
number of classification errors.
5.4 Evaluation of classification features
This section evaluates the different features and finds the best selected feature
combination.
Table 5.7 shows how many errors were made with classification features
calculated only with long or short HMM segmentation1. The classification
error rate using only short HMM segmentation is 3.6 percentage points higher
than with only long HMM segmentation.
Segmentation type Number of errors Error rate
Long HMM segmentation 76 7.8%
Short HMM segmentation 111 11.4%
Both segmentations 75 7.7%
Table 5.7: This table shows how many classification errors are made with
classification features calculated only based on segmentation with long or
short HMMs.
The result from table 5.7 indicates a large difference in the segmentation
with Short HMMs and Long HMMs. Figure 5.3 shows that there are many
long vowel length pronunciations having a segmented Vowel duration of 15-25
milliseconds. It is unlikely that a pronounced long vowel got a duration of 15
milliseconds. Thus the most likely explanation for so short Vowel duration
is significant segmentation errors. There are many more Vowels with low
duration for segmentation with short HMMs than with long HMMs. Based
on this, the short HMM segmentation seems to be more unreliable than the
long HMM segmentation.
In general using both long and short HMM segmentation should improve
the classification result, because they represent the long and short vowels
better than only one HMM can. The reason the short HMMs resulted in more
unreliable segmentation than long HMMs was not found. One explanation
1Long HMM segmentation is a segmentation where a long vowel HMM represents the
Vowel. A short HMM segmentation is a segmentation where a short vowel HMM represents
the Vowel.
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Figure 5.3: HMM segmentation with short and long HMMs representing the
Vowel. (Short Vowel Long Model = Short vowel length, long HMM)
for difference is that there might have been more training data for the long
vowel HMMs or that the training of long vowel HMMs had better initial
conditions. Using an extra segmentation option did not increase the number
of classification errors. Thus there is no reason to remove the classification
features based on the short HMM segmentation, except if computationally
performance is a factor.
It was not expected that many of the long vowel length pronunciations got
segmented to a low Vowel duration. The reason for the short Vowel durations
is, as will be shown in section 5.5, most likely because of pronunciation
errors which causes the forced alignment segmentation to do segmentation
errors. That more long vowels were segmented with a low Vowel duration
is explained by the number of pronunciation errors for long and short vowel
length pronunciations, which is shown in section 3.4. There were about twice
the amount of utterances with long vowel length and pronunciation errors,
than with short vowel length and pronunciation errors.
Table 5.8 presents the classification error rate produced by either training
the classifier on a single feature or using all features except for one feature.
The table shows that the Vowel duration is the feature which affects the
number of classification errors most, but that even without the Vowel
duration the number of errors does not change drastically.
Most of the feature error rates follow what was expected from the
theory. The Vowel LL can in average be used to discriminate between vowel
length pronunciations, while the Consonant LL is useless. The LLR does
not improve the classification result compared to the LL. This is not that
surprising because the LLR indicates mostly how probable a phoneme is
compared to other phonemes and not which vowel length pronunciation is
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Use only feature X Remove feature X
Feature X Number of Error Number of Error
errors rate errors rate
Vowel duration 85 8.7% 88 9.0%
Consonant duration 333 34.3% 71 7.3%
Normalized Duration 151 15.5% 75 7.7%
Vowel LL 184 18.9% 75 7.7%
Consonant LL 432 44.4% 76 7.8%
Total LL 199 20.5% 74 7.6%
Vowel LLR 272 28.2% 75 7.7%
Consonant LLR 462 47.5% 76 7.8%
Total LLR 305 31.4% 76 7.8%
Vowel Uniform Energy 196 20.2% 74 7.6%
Consonant Uniform Energy 401 41.3% 69 7.1%
Vowel State Energy 421 43.3% 77 7.9%
Consonant State Energy 298 30.7% 75 7.7%
All features 75 7.7% - -
Table 5.8: Classification result with using only classification feature X and
classification result by removing feature X from the feature vector. For the
case where feature X is removed, the feature is more important if the error
rate increases. Total 972 test utterances.
most likely.
The results from all of the energy features show that the features have
some potential for classification of vowel length pronunciations. Used alone
the energy can achieve an error rate of 20%. The energy results also show
that the way of partitioning the energy might be important. This can be seen
by noting the large classification result difference between state and uniform
energy.
The Consonant duration is worse than expected compared with
theory, though it does in average contrast between different vowel length
pronunciations. It is particularly strange that the Normalized Duration
contrast worse than using just the Vowel duration because a normalized
feature should compensate for different speaking rates. Since the Normalized
Duration contrast worse than using just Vowel duration the Consonant
duration is too unreliable to be used to normalize the speaking rate.
The reason the Consonant duration is unreliable might originate from the
automatic segmentation, but the result from 5.1 implies that even manually
segmented Consonant duration is not reliable.
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As discussed earlier and shown in table 5.8, the classification result can
be improved by removing features. For example, the error rate without
’Consonant Energy: Uniform’ is 7.1% compared to an error rate of 7.7%
with all of the features. By removing the feature that decreases the error
rate the most, until no feature further decrease the error rate if removed, the
subset of the features which results in least number of classification errors
can be found.
The resulting selected classification feature vector consisted of: Vowel
LLR, Consonant LLR, Vowel LL, Total LL, Vowel duration, Vowel State
Energy, State Consonant Energy. The error rate using the selected feature
vector was 6.7% and the number of classification errors was 65. This subset
of classification features was used in the rest of the thesis.
5.5 Classification results with confidence
This section presents the confidence measures used to discard test utterances
which were detected to be problematic. The thresholds used to discard
utterances must be manually chosen. The thresholds were, in this
work, chosen based on keeping as many correctly classified vowel length
pronunciations while discarding as many classification errors as possible.
Another choice could have been to find thresholds which discard an equal
number of correctly and wrongly discarded utterances.
The most important results from this section is summed up and evaluated
in the end of this section. The end of this section also presents the case where
all of the confidence measures are used at the same time. The classification
was done using the selected features from section 5.4 with a Norwegian
trained classifier.
The number of classification errors without using any confidence measure
was:
• 65 errors out of 972 test utterances
• 6.7% error rate
A confidence measure presented in section 2.6 was detection of
pronunciation errors based on either the LLR or the WCS. Figure 5.4
indicates a correlation between the Vowel LLR and classification errors. The
figure shows that many of the test utterances with low LLR are classified
wrong.
That many of the words with low vowel LLR get classified wrong follows
the theory. As discussed in section 2.6, low LLR suggests that something has
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Figure 5.4: Figure to the left: The Vowel LLR for all non-native speakers.
Figure to the right: The Vowel LLR for utterances that were classified wrong.
gone wrong in the segmentation, which can be caused by pronunciation of
wrong vowel or some other mispronunciation that has resulted in a significant
segmentation error. This implies that setting a threshold which discard
utterances with Vowel LLR below the threshold can be effective at discarding
utterances which are classified wrong. Table 5.9 shows how many of the
utterances that were correctly or wrongly discarded for a given threshold.
Threshold Wrongly Class. Unsure Pronun. Correctly
(LLR) discarded error vowel length error discarded
-8.5 2 10 1 15 17
-7.5 3 10 1 16 18
-6.5 4 12 1 20 23
-5.5 5 12 1 21 24
-4.5 12 13 2 27 30
-3.5 19 13 2 31 34
-2.5 38 16 4 35 40
Table 5.9: This table shows how many of the utterances were correctly or
wrongly discarded for a given threshold. As explained in section 4.4, correctly
discarded implies that the vowel length was either classified wrong, or that
the test utterance was labeled as unsure vowel length or pronunciation error.
Wrongly discarded implies that the test utterance was classified correctly
and not labeled unsure vowel length or pronunciation error. Total 972 test
utterances. Class. = classification, Pronun. = pronunciation
Depending on what should be detected different thresholds can be chosen.
An equal number of correctly and wrongly discarded utterances is at -
2.5 Vowel LLR, where most of the discarded utterances were labeled as
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pronunciation errors. The chosen threshold for best tradeoff between number
of discarded classification errors and wrongly discarded utterances is a
threshold at -6.5 Vowel LLR. Setting the threshold at -6.5 LLR results in
4 wrongly discarded utterances and 12 discarded classification errors.
The same correlation between classification and pronunciation errors were
also found for Consonant LLR and Word Confidence Score, but it was not as
strong as for Vowel LLR. They were therefore not used in this work. To see
how much the pronunciation errors affected the result all of the pronunciation
errors perceived by the judge were removed, which resulted in:
• 19 discarded classification errors
• A total of 149 discarded utterances
• By discarding 15.3% of the test utterances the error rate was reduced
with 29.2%.
The results indicate a significant correlation between pronunciation and
classification errors. However discarding all pronunciation errors would not
improve the classification result much compared to just using the Vowel LLR.
Thus by using the Vowel LLR most of the pronunciation errors that affect
the classification result were found. This is logical because a high Vowel LLR
implies that the Vowel duration is correctly segmented. The Vowel duration
is, as shown in section 5.4, the most important classification feature. Thus if
it is segmented correctly then the test utterance should be classified correctly.
Based on inspection of the classification features, a feature was found
that was added as a confidence measure. Figure 5.3 in section 5.4 shows that
many of the utterances with long vowel length were segmented with a Vowel
duration of 15-25 ms, while there were few short vowel length utterances
in that region. The Vowel duration was found to be the most important
factor in the classification feature vector, thus test utterances with such a low
Vowel duration should result in classification errors. A table where several
Vowel duration discarding thresholds are tested for long and short HMM
segmentation is in respectively table C.1 and table C.2. What was thought
to be the most important result is discussed in this section.
The results indicate that the low Vowel durations were strongly correlated
with pronunciation errors. This is logical because pronunciation errors most
likely leads to segmentation errors. An approximately equal number of
correctly discarded and wrongly discarded pronunciations was found with a
Vowel duration threshold of 55 ms, which resulted in 25 correctly discarded
and 28 wrongly discarded utterances. The chosen Vowel duration threshold
was 15 ms with long HMMs because that duration was deemed to have the
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best tradeoff between number of discarded classification errors and wrongly
discarded test utterances. By discarding all utterances with a threshold at
15 ms, the following results were found:
• 3 wrongly discarded utterances
• 11 classification errors
• 1 unsure vowel length pronunciations
• 12 pronunciation errors
• 16 correctly discarded utterances
Table C.1 and table C.2 shows that discarding test utterances based
on the short HMM segmentation results in more wrongly discarded than
correctly discarded utterances compared to the long segmentation. This most
likely comes from the fact that the long HMM segmentation was more reliable
than the short HMM segmentation, which is discussed in section 5.4.
Another confidence measure was using an unsure window, which is
described in section 2.6. The LDA score distribution for long, unsure long,
short and unsure short vowel length pronunciations is shown in figure 5.5.
Figure 5.5: This figure shows the distribution of the LDA score calculated
when classifying the non-native speakers
As can be seen from figure 5.5, many of the long vowel length
pronunciations have a LDA score below zero. A vowel length pronunciation
below zero is classified as short vowel length, thus they are classified wrong.
The figure also shows that there are many unsure vowel length pronunciations
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just below zero LDA score. The classification errors and unsure vowels can
be discarded by using an unsure window as described in section 2.6. Table
5.10 shows the number of correctly and wrongly discarded utterances for a
given window.
Unsure window Wrongly Class. Unsure Pronun. Correctly
(LDA score) discarded error vowel length error discarded
[0, 0.004] 2 3 1 2 6
[0, 0.008] 6 4 4 6 14
[0, 0.012] 11 4 9 11 22
[0, 0.016] 19 4 11 12 24
[0, 0.02] 22 4 11 13 25
[0, 0.024] 25 4 12 16 28
[0, 0.028] 29 4 14 16 30
[0, 0.032] 36 4 14 17 31
[0, -0.004] 3 7 5 3 13
[0, -0.008] 9 12 9 6 23
[0, -0.012] 16 16 18 13 37
[0, -0.016] 26 19 22 15 44
[0, -0.02] 42 23 30 20 57
[0, -0.024] 54 27 37 27 73
[0, -0.028] 95 30 46 34 91
Table 5.10: This table shows how many of the utterances were correctly or
wrongly discarded for a given unsure window. As explained in section 4.4,
correctly discarded implies that the vowel length was either classified wrong,
or that the test utterance was labeled as unsure vowel length or pronunciation
error. Wrongly discarded implies that the test utterance was classified
correctly and not labeled unsure vowel length or pronunciation error. Total
972 test utterances. Class. = classification, Pronun. = pronunciation
The results from table 5.10 indicates a strong correlation between low
LDA score and pronunciation errors, classification errors and unsure vowel
length pronunciations. An approximately equal number of correctly and
wrongly discarded utterances can be found with an unsure window starting
at -0.028 and ending at 0.028 LDA score. The equal number of discarded
window results in approximately 129 discarded utterances for each class.
The chosen window was from 0 to -0.012 LDA because that window had
a reasonable tradeoff between number of classification errors and wrongly
discarded utterances. With the chosen window 37 utterances are correctly
discarded while 16 utterances are wrongly discarded.
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Table 5.11 shows all of the results from this section together with
the Confidence Evaluation Score. The Confidence Evaluation Score is, as
explained in section 4.4, the percent chance of correctly discarding utterances.
Error Number of Percent Number of
Specification rate classi. test utt. test utt. CES
errors discarded discarded
Base result 6.7% 65 - - -
LDA WS [-0.012, 0] 4.5% 39 5.8% 53 70%
Disc. Vowel LLR below -6.5 5.7% 11 3.0% 27 89%
Disc. vowels under 15 ms * 5.8% 10 2.0% 19 84%
Table 5.11: This table shows the error rate by using confidence measures with
the chosen thresholds. The error rate was calculated based on the number of
test utterances that was not discarded. * = Discarded all words with under
15 ms vowel length(segmented with long HMM). Perc = percieved, pron. =
pronunciation, disc. = discarded, WS = window size, utt. = utterance, CES
= Confidence Evaluation Score, class. = classification.
Table 5.11 shows that the 3 chosen confidence measures have a CES
higher than 50%. This implies that they discard more classification
errors, pronunciation errors and unsure vowels than correctly classified and
pronounced words. The high CES indicates that the confidence measures
discard the problematic utterances.
Some of the detected utterances with the confidence measures will overlap.
The 3 confidence measures were combined to see the effect of using the
confidence measures together. The result was:
• 32 classification errors in total, 33 less classification errors compared to
the base result without these confidence measures
• 81 utterances discarded out of 972 test words, 8.3% of the test
utterances were discarded
• 3.6% error rate (based on the remaining 891 test utterances)
• 33 of the discarded utterances were perceived by the judge as
pronunciation errors
• Discarded 19 out of 69 utterances with unsure vowel length
pronunciations
• 44 of the discarded test utterances were either unsure vowels or
pronunciation errors
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• 4.5% of the discarded test utterances were either unsure vowels or
pronunciation errors
• 74% CES
As the results show, the error rate was approximately halved compared
to the error rate without confidence measures. To do this, 8.3% of the
test utterances were discarded. The CES of 74% implies that most of the
utterances were correctly discarded. Thus the confidence measures were
successful at pruning out utterances with high potential of being classified
wrong.
As can be seen by the results in this section many more pronunciation
errors, unsure vowel length pronunciations and classification errors could have
been discarded with other thresholds. Which thresholds to chose depends
on what is important: keeping many correctly pronounced utterances
and correctly classified vowel length pronunciations or discarding wrongly
pronounced utterances and classification errors.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
This thesis has proposed and tested several methods for evaluation of
vowel length pronunciations for non-native speech. A two-stage system is
developed. In the first stage classification features are derived based on forced
alignment segmentation using phone HMMs trained on native continuous
speech. For comparison corresponding classification features are derived
based on templates and DTW. The second stage consists of a simple binary
linear classifier deciding on short or long vowels. For a case of 6 Chinese and
3 Persian people, error rates of 7.7% and 8.7% are achieved using respectively
HMM and DTW.
The difference is so small that for a CAPT system where there are no
trained HMMs the DTW is a good option. A DTW based system requires
recordings (reference templates of native language) for every word which
are to be used. In contrast, phone based HMM models can model any
word using a dictionary. Another advantage with HMMs is that they model
natural pronunciation variations while DTW requires the user to mimic the
teacher voice for a good score. Thus HMM based system should be used
when possible.
Classification of vowel length pronunciations for native speakers resulted
in an error rate of 0.9%. This low error rate can be seen as a lower bound
for the non-native speech error rate; i.e. a goal to achieve for the non-
native speaker. Manual inspection of the non-native classification errors
showed that approximately half of the utterances were subject to significant
segmentation errors. Non-native accent and pronunciation errors are the
most likely reasons for these errors. The non-native accent results in a
mismatch between the trained HMMs and the speech. Pronunciation errors
combined with forced alignment will inevitably lead to segmentation errors
and thus classification errors. The classification features are calculated based
on the segmentation. Thus using methods which can compensate for the
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accent and detect pronunciations error should improve the vowel length
classification error rate.
The classification result was inspected with regards to the word type. The
inspection showed that few of the words resulted in most of the classification
errors. This indicates that the classifier is unreliable on certain phonemes
or phoneme combinations. This implies that the classifier can be improved
significantly by focusing on improving the classifier on these phonemes.
Further, the classification features which were consistent between native
and non-native speakers was found by removing classification features
which resulted in an increase in the classification error rate. The selected
classification features resulted in an error rate of 6.7%.
Confidence measures were used to detect problematic utterances which
resulted in most of the classification errors. The confidence measures
were able to discard about half of the classification errors resulting in a
classification error rate of 3.6%. The downside with the confidence measures
was that 8.3% of the test utterances had to be discarded to achieve this
result. However, 74% of the discarded utterances was either classification
errors, pronunciation errors or labeled as unsure by the judge. Thus the
confidence measures were effective at discarding problematic utterances. The
low classification error rate when using the confidence measures implies
that the approach for classifying vowel length pronunciations is a promising
method.
The confidence measures and the selected classification features were
found based on using the recorded database to select features and confidence
measures that improved the classification result. Thus the confidence
measures and features were ’trained’ on the recorded database. This implies
that it is somewhat uncertain whether the error rate would increase with a
new database.
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Appendix A
Information about the
databases
A.1 General information
General information
Room: Sound proof
Headset with microphone Sennheisser PC-156
Computer OS Windows XP
Soundcard SoundMax (using standard settings)
Recording software Developed java software
Recorded at sampling rate 48 kHz
Downsampled using SoX [7] (high quality filter) 16 kHz
Estimated time used pr speaker 30-40 min
Table A.1: General information about the recording conditions and
equipment
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A.2 List of recorded words and number of
recorded words
The number of unique recorded words were 36. With 3 repetitions of each
word per speaker results in 108 recorded words per speaker.
Country Number of speakers Vowel words
Norwegian 4 432
Persian 3 324
Chinese 6 648
All non natives 9 972
All utterances 13 1404
Table A.2: What country the speakers were from
Word list
Vowel length words Vowel length nonsense words
hane kate
Hanne katte
lese kete
lesse kette
Lise kite
lisse kitte
rode kote
rodde kotte
mule kute
mulle kutte
lyne kyte
lynne kytte
været kæte
verre kætte
dømet køte
dømme køtte
ma˚ne k˚ate
monne k˚atte
Table A.3: List of the selected words
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A.3 Information about the speakers
Language names using: ISO 693-1 CODE. Japan = JA, Norwegian = NO,
English = EN, Chinese (mandarin) = ZH, Persian = FA, Arabic = AR,
French = FR.
Explanation of the abbreviations used in the table.
• ID = Speaker ID
• MT = Mother tongue
• Lang. = Knoweldge of other languages (than norwegian)
• Residency = Length of residence in Norway (in months)
• Level = Level of Norwegian course (0 = no course)
• Use = Use of Norwegian (1 = rarely, 4 = often)
• Sex = Male (M) or female (F)
• Age = Age of the speaker
• Edu. = Level of education
ID MT Lang. Residency Level Use Sex Age Edu.
2 NO - - - - M 24 -
3 NO - - - - M 31 -
10 NO - - - - M 23 -
15 NO - - - - M 30 -
04 ZH EN 9 1 1 M 30 Master student
05 ZH EN 5 1 1 M 28 PhD student
09 ZH EN 6 0 1 M 24 Master student
12 ZH EN, JA 6 1 1 F 29 PhD student
13 ZH EN 42 2 1 M 26 PhD student
14 ZH EN 7 0 1 F 27 PhD student
06 FA EN 5 1 1 M 30 PhD student
07 FA EN, AR 27 2 1.5 M 27.5 PhD student
08 FA EN, FR 18 2 1 M 30 PhD student
Table A.4: Information about the speakers
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A.4 Information given to the speaker before
recording
The speakers in the test database were given some information about the
recording procedure and why they were being recorded. The information
given to them is presented here.
(The tone words were not used in this project)
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Appendix B
HMM and DTW information
B.1 DTW normalization
Normalization of the 13 MFCCs when doing DTW segmentation was done
as in an earlier project [15]. The reason for normalization and how the
normalization was found is explained there, but the main purpose is to
emphasize important MFCCs, which is the lower frequency and energy
MFCCs.
The normalization was done as follows. The mean is removed for all of
the MFCCs. The standard deviation is set to 1, then the standard deviaion
for lower frequency components is emphasized. The list below shows the
standard deviation for each component in the MFCC vector:
• MFCC 1: Standard deviation = 4
• MFCC 2: Standard deviation = 3
• MFCC 3-5: Standard deviation = 2
• MFCC 6-12: Standard Deviation = 1
• MFCC 13 (energy): Standard deviation = 4
The first MFCCs represent the lower frequency components of the sound
signal.
B.2 Hidden Markov Model training data
Information about both the continuous and isolated speech database:
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• 3 states per phoneme/silence
• 8 mixture components per state
• 39 dimensional MFCC vector (includes energy and delta delta
coefficients)
• Trained with a MFCC step size of 5 ms and window size of 15 ms
• Separate states for long and short vowel phonemes
• About 20 hours of speech
• Around 900 different speakers from all of Norway
Information about the continuous speech database:
• The sound files contain sentences
• 10.000 utterances
Information about the isolated speech database:
• The sound files contain word(s) and spelling
• 30.000 utterances
Both of the databases are trained using context indepedent models. All
of models are trained using 3 states per phoneme/silence. The silence model
allows skipping of states, while the phoneme models only allow transition to
the next or same state.
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B.3 HTK MFCC parameterization
The HTK parameterization config file is shown below. For more information
about HTK config files and what the different terms means, see the HTK
book [6].
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Appendix C
Results
Threshold Wrongly Class. Unsure Pronun. Correctly
(ms) discarded error vowel length error discarded
15 3 11 1 12 16
20 5 13 1 14 19
25 7 13 1 14 19
30 7 13 2 15 21
35 8 14 2 16 22
40 10 14 2 17 23
45 13 15 2 18 25
50 19 15 2 18 25
55 28 15 2 18 25
60 44 16 2 20 28
65 58 18 2 22 31
Table C.1: This table shows how many of the utterances were correctly
or wrongly discarded for a given Vowel duration threshold with long HMM
segmentation. As explained in section 4.4 correctly discarded implies that the
vowel length was either classified wrong, or that the test utterance was labeled
as unsure vowel length or pronunciation error. Wrongly discarded means
that the test utterance was classified correctly and not unsure vowel length
or pronunciation error. Total 972 test utterances. Class. = classification,
Pronun = pronunciation
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Threshold Wrongly Class. Unsure Pronun. Correctly
(ms) discarded error vowel length error discarded
15 20 9 2 13 18
20 27 11 2 16 22
25 33 15 2 19 28
30 34 15 3 20 29
35 37 16 4 20 31
40 41 16 4 22 33
45 44 17 4 23 35
50 50 17 4 24 36
55 62 18 4 26 39
60 73 18 4 27 40
65 85 18 4 29 42
Table C.2: This table shows how many of the utterances were correctly
or wrongly discarded for a given Vowel duration threshold with short HMM
segmentation. As explained in section 4.4 correctly discarded implies that the
vowel length was either classified wrong, or that the test utterance was labeled
as unsure vowel length or pronunciation error. Wrongly discarded means
that the test utterance was classified correctly and not unsure vowel length
or pronunciation error. Total 972 test utterances. Class. = classification,
Pronun = pronunciation
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Appendix D
CAPT-demo
The CAPT-demo’s graphical user interface is shown in D.1. In addition to
training on vowel length the CAPT-demo includes an option to train on word
tone, but that module was not changed in this thesis.
Figure D.1: The graphical user interface
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The demo was first developed in figure [15]. Some information about the
demo:
• Based on Java. Used the Swing library to make the GUI.
• Can play a teacher voice (reference).
• Gives simple text feedback based on the user’s pronunciation.
• User driven system. The user needs to click on ’Start speaking’ before
pronouncing a word. Then ’Stop’ (same button) when the user is
finished talking.
• A voice activity detection algorithm removes most of the silence before
and after the word.
• The sound signal of the reference and user is plotted. The plotted
sound signal is segmented for the reference and user. The reference has
a manually segmentation, while the user is automatically segmented.
The demo was improved in this thesis. Below is a list of the improvements:
• New reference sound files.
• Seperate play reference button.
• A button to play the user’s last pronunciation
• List of words instead of a list with sound files.
• The program use HMMs to do segmentation.
• Option for DTW segmentation (deselect the ’HMM segmentation’
checkbox).
• The program calculates all classification features except for the ones
based on LLR and use them to classify.
• The program calculates which vowel length was pronounced. Based
on that the program uses the forced alignment segmentation with long
vowel HMM if the pronunciation was long vowel length and vice versa
for short vowel length.
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